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Radius of 8B halo from the asymptotic normalization coefficient
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The experimental asymptotic normalization coefficient determined from peripheral transfer reactions is used
to obtain the root-mean-square radius of the wave function for the loosely bound proton in8B. It is shown that
the asymptotic region contributes most and that matching of the interior wave function with the asymptotic part
yields a nearly model-independent radius. We obtain^r 2&1/254.2060.22 fm for the root-mean-square~rms!
radius of the last proton, much larger than the rms radius of the7Be core. This large value and the fact that the
asymptotic part of the proton wave function contributes 85% to the rms radius are good sign that8B is a halo
nucleus.
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The proton drip line nucleus8B has a very small one
proton separation energy (Sp5137 keV) and the valence
proton wave function is expected to penetrate substant
beyond the range of the nuclear force. The penetratio
hindered by the combined effect of Coulomb and centrifu
barriers. Many experiments have been devoted to studie
8B in order to establish its halo nature. These include
determination of the interaction cross section@1,2#, quasi-
elastic scattering@3#, reaction cross section@4,5#, electric
quadrupole moment@6#, nuclear breakup@5,7#, and Coulomb
dissociation@8–10#. Interaction and reaction cross sectio
measurements are particularly important since these obs
ables can be directly related to the nuclear size. The par
momentum distribution for corelike fragments in breakup
actions is also easily related to size since it is a direct m
ping of the Fourier transform of the halo wave functio
slightly modified by final-state interactions@11–14#.

The asymptotic normalization coefficient~ANC! for 8B
→7Be1p, specifying the amplitude of the tail of the8B
wave function projected on the two-body channel7Be1p,
has recently been determined using the periph
proton transfer reactions 10B(7Be,8B)9Be @15# and
14N(7Be,8B)13C @16#. An analysis@17# of uncertainties in
these two reactions yielded a weighted average ANCCp3/2

2

50.38860.039 fm21. In the following, we examine the
possibility of using this experimental ANC to obtain info
mation on the root-mean-square~rms! radius of the wave
function. We begin by recalling the definition of the ANC
and then examine its relationship to the nuclear size.

The overlap integral of the bound-state wave functions
particlesA, p, and B, whereB[(Ap) is a bound state o
nucleusA and protonp, is given by@18,19#

I Ap
B ~rW !5^A@wA~jA!wp~jp!#uwB~jA ,jp ,rW !&

5 (
l B ,ml B

j Bmj B

^JAMAj Bmj B
uJBMB&

3^JpM pl Bml B
u j bmj B

& i l BYl Bml B
~ r̂ !I AplBj B

B ~r !. ~1!

A is the antisymmetrization operator,w is a bound-state
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wave function,j is a set of internal coordinates includin
spin-isospin variables, andrW is the vector connecting the cen
ter of mass of nucleusA with p. In the second line, the
antisymmetrization factors have been absorbed in the ra
overlap integralsI (r ). The multipole expansion is carried ou
over l B , j B values allowed by angular momentum and par
conservation for the virtual processB→A1p. The overlap
integral is not an eigenfunction of the total Hamiltonian, a
hence, it is not normalized to unity. The square of the no
of the overlap integral

SAp5E drW@ I Ap
B ~rW !#2 ~2!

is by definition the spectroscopic factor. Its value depends
the specific model for the bound states and on the magni
of the antisymmetrization effects that connect different no
orthogonal channels. Inside the core of the nucleus the o
lap integral involves many-body functions, and it may
difficult to calculate. At asymptotic distances where nucle
forces are vanishingly small,r .RN , the overlap integral be-
haves as

I AplBj B

B ~r !→CAplBj B

B
WhB ,l B11/2~2kBr !

r
. ~3!

Here CAplBj B

B is the asymptotic normalization coefficien

defining the amplitude of the tail of the overlap integral,W
is the Whittaker function obtained by solving the Schr¨-
dinger equation for two charged particles at negative ene
eB52Sp , kB5A22mApeB /\2 is the wave number,mAp is
the reduced mass of particlesA and p, andhB is the Som-
merfield parameter for the bound state (Ap).

In the case of the8B ground state, the last proton i
mostly in the 1p3/2 and 1p1/2 orbitals. Here the halo radiu
can be correlated to the ANC in a very simple way. Inde
after integrating over the angular part, the rms radius of
wave function of the last proton becomes~e.g.,@20,21#!
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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r h
25E

0

`

r 4drI g
2~r !1E

0

`

r 4drI e
2~r !1•••5r g

21r e
21•••,

~4!

whereI g(r ) and I e(r ) are the overlap integrals arising from
the parts of the8B ground-state wave function where th
proton orbits the ground and excited states of the7Be core,
respectively. The first term dominates. For it we can furt
write, separating the contributions of the interior and t
asymptotic region,

r g
25E

0

RN
r 4drI g

2~r !1Ce f f
2 E

RN

`

r 2drW2~2kBr !. ~5!

Here we take an effective ANCCe f f
2 5Cp3/2

2 1Cp1/2

2 because

the radial behavior of thep3/2 andp1/2 orbitals is the same a
large radii. We use the theoretical estimateCp1/2

2 /Cp3/2

2

50.157, as in@15,16# and the experimental value forCp3/2

2 to

obtainCe f f50.67060.034 fm21/2. From this we can evalu
ate the rms radius of the wave function of the last proton
8B.

First we employ the same procedure that we used in
determination of the ANC from the (7Be,8B) transfer reac-
tions and calculate single-particle wave functions in typi
Woods-Saxon potentials. We vary the reduced radiir 0 and
the diffusenessa of the potential on a grid of 433512
points forr 051.0–1.3 fm anda50.5–0.7 fm with 0.1 fm
steps and add a~somewhat arbitrary! point at r 051.13 fm
and a50.55 fm. The depth of the potential is adjusted
reproduce the binding energy of8B at eB52137 keV. This
is very important in order to obtain the correct asympto
behavior for the wave functions. With these single-parti
wave functions, the rms radius predicted for the 1pj orbital
varies anywhere between 3.84 and 4.66 fm. However, th
single-particle wave functions, which are all normalized
unity, fail to reproduce the experimental ANC. In contra
requiring the overlap integrals in Eq.~5! to have the
asymptotic behavior given by the ANC extracted from e
periment produces an average value of^r g

2&av
1/253.98 fm

over the 13 points, with a standard deviation of on
0.08 fm. With this procedure all the overlap integrals a
identical at large distances, but may differ in the interior
the nucleus. However, the predicted rms radii are ne
identical, varying much less than the uncertainty ofd^r 2&1/2

50.20 fm induced by the 5% experimental error in the d
termination of the ANC itself. This is essentially due to t
fact that the asymptotic region of the wave function gives
major contribution to the rms radius. The region at ra
larger thanR54.0 fm contributes 23–33 % to the norm o
the wave function, but it contributes an average of 86%
the rms radius. Thus, the error we make by replacing in
first term of Eq.~5!, the ~unknown! overlap integral in the
interior, with the wave functions calculated above is sm
but it is very important to use the correct function at lar
distances. Moreover, the result that the region outside
core radius contributes most justifies the use of a sin
particle overlap integral. Microscopic calculations@21–23#
also conclude that the many-body overlap integrals are c
05431
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to two-body potential-model wave functions calculated
standard Woods-Saxon geometries and, therefore, stro
justify this approach.

Next we enlarge the space of trial overlap functions, a
obtain essentially the same result. Working in the sing
particle model, we find those potentials that give over
functions normalized to a spectroscopic factor close to un
and have the asymptotic behavior found experimentally.
the single-particle approach the radial overlap integral is
proximated by a single-particle overlap integral

I AplBj B

B ~r !'I AplBj B

B(sp) ~r !5@Sl Bj B

(sp) #1/2cnBl Bj B
~r !, ~6!

wherec is the normalized single-particle radial wave fun
tion of the bound state (Ap) calculated in an adopted single
particle potential. At asymptotic distances it behaves like

c'bl Bj B

WhB ,l B11/2~2kBr !

r
, ~7!

wherebl Bj B
is the single-particle ANC. The wave functionc

is calculated by adjusting the depth of the potential so t
the eigenvalue matches exactly the energyeB . It follows that
the single-particle ANC will depend on all other paramete
of the potential. ThenS1/2c is the required approximation fo
the overlap integral, and

Sl Bj B

sp 5S Cl Bj B

bl Bj B

D 2

~8!

gives the connection between the single-particle spec
scopic factor, the nuclear ANC, and the single-particle AN
When the spectroscopic factor of the component contain
the 7Be ground state isSg , one searches for the geometric
parameters of the potential to produce

Sg
1/2 bl Bj B

~R,a!5Ce f f , ~9!

where we have explicitly indicated the dependence on
radius R and diffusivity a of the potential. This approach
makes sense if the~unknown! spectroscopic factor is close t
unity. A complication occurs since the single-particle AN
bl j depends not only on the geometrical parameters, but
on the functional form of the potential. To account for th
we have examined the following functional forms:~a!
Woods-Saxon~WS!, ~b! Gaussian~GS!, ~c! Morse ~MO!,
and~d! square well~SW!. In each case the effective potenti
consists of a nuclear part, a spin-orbit part, and a Coulo
part. In all cases the spin-orbit term is taken in the us
Thomas form with a strength taken from global parametri
tions@24#, except for case~d! where we have usedVls50. In
cases~a!, ~c!, and~d! the Coulomb potential is given by th
potential of a point chargee interacting with a chargeZe
uniformly distributed in a sphere of radiusRc5Rn , where
Rn is the nuclear radius parameter. In case~b! the Coulomb
potential assumes a Gaussian charge distribution of the c
For each functional form of the potential, we search on g
metrical parameters in such a way that the quantity
0-2
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x25 (
r 5RN

40 fm S Sg
1/2c~r i !2Ce f f

W~2kBr i !

r i
D 2

~10!

becomes minimum. The wave function in Eq.~10! is calcu-
lated by the well depth method for quantum numbersn
50, l 51, j 53/2. If x2→0 for some specific values of geo
metrical parameters of the potential, then Eq.~10! ensures
the convergence in norm. It follows that not only the fun
tion and its first derivative is matched to the renormaliz
Whittaker function, but all derivatives are identical at t
matching radius. In practice we have usedRN56 fm, and
verified thatRN55 fm does not change the results below

Results from calculations with Woods-Saxon potenti
are displayed in Fig. 1. We useSg50.85, as suggested b
one experiment@25# and in range with some calculation
@21,26#, but show that the actual value does not matter,
long as it is close to unity. For the diffusivity parameter fix
in the rangea50.45–0.70 fm, the radius parameter of t
potential is varied in small steps till the absolute minimum
x2 is reached. For each pair of parameters, thex2 value is
plotted as a function of the rms radius of the wave functi
The minimum inx2 is very deep, dropping by three orders
magnitude compared to adjacent values, pointing to a un
solution of Eq.~9! and a very small dispersion in the rm
radius of the wave function. Finally, the average value of
rms radius of the 1pj orbital is calculated by

r 15( wi^r
2& i

1/2, wi5

1

x i
2

(
1

x i
2

. ~11!

The sum runs over the 400 wave functions that were ca
lated.

The same calculations were done for shapes~b!–~d!. We
obtain essentially the same rms radius for the wave func

FIG. 1. Dependence of thex2 of Eq. ~10! on the rms radius of
the valence wave functionr g using a Woods-Saxon single-partic
potential. Symbols are connected by lines to guide the eye.
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for all four potential shapes. Therefore, the rms radius of
wave function is nearly model independent.

It is important to estimate the effect of core excitation
the valence proton radius. For this, we write the wave fu
tion as

u8B~g.s.!&5Sg
1/2@7Be~3/22! ^ pj #211Se

1/2@7Be* ~1/22!

^ p3/2] 211•••, ~12!

and then calculate

r h
25r g

21r e
21•••5

Sg

Sg1Se1•••

r 1
21

Se

Sg1Se1•••

r 2
21•••,

~13!

whereSi are the spectroscopic factors andr i are the rms radii
of the corresponding single-particle wave functions. In t
conventionSg1Se.1. To estimate the contribution of cor
excitation, we calculate the rms radius for a proton wa
function in the Woods-Saxon potentials with the same
rameters as above, but require its energy to be atep52Sp
2E* @7Be* (1/22)#52568 keV. We getr 253.76 fm. Mi-
croscopic calculations@21,26# find that the7Be first excited
stateJp51/22 at E* 50.429 keV also contributes. A recen
experiment put this contribution at aboutSe /(Sg1Se)
'0.15 @25#. With this assumption, we estimate that the co
tribution of the core excitation to the mean square radius@Eq.
~4!# is r e

2'2.1 fm2, using the single-particle model@second
term in Eq. ~13!#. Including this effect, all methods~grid,
WS, GS, MO, SW! give similar results and we find the av
erage rms radius for the last proton in8B to be r h54.20
60.22 fm. The individual results are summarized in Table

The overlap integrals obtained in the WS calculation
displayed in Fig. 2 and compared with microscopic calcu
tions of Timofeyuk @21#. Those one-nucleon overlap inte
grals were obtained in a self-consistent many-body calc
tion using the effective interactions mentioned in the figu
One observes a small dispersion in the interior part of
WS wave functions. They are matched to the renormali
Whittaker function atRN54 fm, although our matching
procedure is performed at 6 fm. Also, one observes that o
the M3Y interaction predicts an overlap integral close
ours. All others have too much strength in the asympto
region, and therefore, do not match the measured ANC.

Assuming a different value for the spectroscopic factorSg
in the procedure outlined above changes the radiusr 1 found
for the 1pj single-particle orbital, but does not change t
result for the contribution of the7Be ground state to the rm
radius of the last proton@r g in Eq. ~13!#. For example, as-
suming Sg51.0, we obtainr g5r 154.0060.20 fm, very
close to what we obtained above. This (r g

2) is in fact the only
contribution to the mean-square radius that we can determ
directly from the ANC measured from the peripheral prot
transfer reactions, without reference to other experime
results or to model-dependent assumptions.

In order to determine the contribution of the asympto
part of the wave function to the halo radius, we evaluate
0-3
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TABLE I. Halo radii r g and r h , without and with core excitation contribution, and the matter radiusr m

for 8B. The variance is calculated assuming propagation of correlated errors. Lines labeled MB give
from microscopic many-body model calculations with different effective interactions~Minnesota, Hasegawa
M3Y, Volkov!. The data labeled ‘‘exp’’ are obtained with various models, as described in the referen

r g r h r m

Model @fm# @fm# @fm# Ref.

grid 3.9860.20 4.2360.22 2.6160.04 present
WS 3.9160.18 4.1860.20 2.6060.04 present
GS 3.9260.18 4.2060.20 2.6060.04 present
MO 3.9360.18 4.2160.20 2.6060.04 present
SW 3.9760.18 4.2260.20 2.6160.04 present
aver 3.9460.20 4.2060.22 2.6060.04 present

two-body 3.75 2.51 @27#

RPA1mean field 4.73 2.58 @28#

RGM 2.57 @22#

cluster 2.58–2.60 @26#

cluster 2.56 @29#

cluster 2.73 @20#

MB~Min! 4.40a 2.68b @21#

MB~Has! 4.43a 2.68b @21#

MB~M3Y! 4.63a 2.68b @21#

MB~V2! 4.44a 2.72b @21#

exp 2.3960.04 @1#

exp 2.71 @6#

exp 3.9760.12 2.5560.08 @5#

exp 2.4560.10 @30#

exp 2.4360.03 @31#

exp 2.72 @4#

exp 2.5060.04 @32#

exp 4.6460.23 2.8360.06 @13,2#

aCalculated with Eq.~13! using Table II of Ref.@21#.
bCalculated with Eq.~15!.
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G 1/l

~14!

with l51,2, which measures the contribution of th
asymptotic part to the norm and to the rms radius, resp
tively. For RN54 fm we find D1(2)50.29 (0.85). There-
fore, the asymptotic part of the wave function contribu
85% to the rms radius. Furthermore, if we eliminate the C
lomb field and keep all other parameters of the poten
fixed, the rms radius increases to 6.18 fm, which is com
rable to that of11Be @33#.

Is 8B a proton-halo nucleus? Although we do not have
clear definition of this phenomenon, it is generally accep
that the fingerprint of a halo nucleus in a ground state
dominated by a weakly bound single- or two-particle co
ponent that extends far outside the core. Low angular m
mentum for low centrifugal barrier and low or no Coulom
barrier are required conditions for this to happen. Th
05431
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FIG. 2. Overlap integrals@rI (r )# obtained in the minimization
procedure of Fig. 1 with a Woods-Saxon potential are compa
with the renormalized Whittaker function and with microscopic c
culations with various effective interactions@21#. r c is the radius of
the 7Be core.
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RADIUS OF 8B HALO FROM THE ASYMPTOTIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 054310
translate into narrow momentum distributions and la
breakup and reaction cross sections as compared to the
bound neighboring nuclei. Typical neutron-halo nuclei a
11Be and 11Li @1#. On the proton-drip-line side, proton ha
loes are not likely to appear easily due to the strong confi
ment effect of the Coulomb barrier. We have calculated
intrinsic momentum distribution for the various overlap int
grals discussed above. The calculated distributions are in
tinguishable up to momenta as large as 200 MeV/c. Beyond
this value, the weak dependence of the wave functions on
potential is seen in Fig. 2 and translates into small variati
in momentum space that are not observable in a brea
reaction. Therefore, our wave functions give almost the sa
localization probability in momentum space. The avera
full widths at half maximum wereG t5136 MeV/c for the
total momentum distribution,Gz5165 MeV/c for the paral-
lel momentum distribution, andG r5149 MeV/c for the ra-
dial momentum distribution. The parallel momentum dist
bution is three times larger than for11Be. Of course this
distribution is strongly filtered by the reaction mechanism
a breakup reaction.

FIG. 3. Parallel momentum distributions for corelike fragme
in a breakup reaction of8B on a 9Be target at 41 MeV/nucleon
calculated in the Hansen model with a Woods-Saxon wave func
and with microscopic overlap integral with Volkov force@21#, are
compared with experimental data@7#. Contributions fromp3/2 and
p1/2 states are shown separately for the Volkov force, together w
their incoherent sum. Both calculations are normalized to the d
The absolute cross sections are given in Table II.
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Finally, to study another quantity that is also sensitive
the same one-nucleon overlap integral, we calculate the
allel momentum distribution for corelike fragments in th
one-proton breakup reaction of8B on 9Be and 12C targets
using the Hansen model@34#. For these reactions there a
experimental data at 40 MeV/nucleon@3# and 41 MeV/
nucleon@7#. The calculations are presented in Fig. 3 for o
WS wave function and for the many-body overlap integ
with the Volkov force. For the latter, the contributions fro
p3/2 andp1/2 components are shown separately, together w
their incoherent sum. Theoretical distributions that were
corrected for experimental effects are compared to data ta
from @7# in the figure. Both theoretical momentum distrib
tions were normalized to the maximum in the experimen
data, and they are nearly identical in shape. The shape o
distribution is not able to distinguish between the two fun
tions since both of them reflect the same separation en
and carry the same angular momentum. This entirely de
mines the shape of the distribution because differences
tween the two functions in the nuclear interior are obscu
by the reaction mechanism@35#. The most important spec
troscopic information contained in the wave function is lo
by normalizing to the data. The situation is quite different
we look to the total breakup cross section, presented in T
II. As expected, the WS wave function and the M3Y overl
integral, which have similar strengths at asymptotic d
tances, give similar results. They also reproduce the exp
mental value, which gives further confirmation for our8B
overlap function obtained from the experimental ANC.
contrast, all other overlap integrals overestimate the exp
mental value by a factor of 2 or more, and therefore, can
ruled out.

We conclude that the above are strong arguments for8B
being a halo nucleus. TakingRN52.5 fm in Eq. ~14!,
slightly larger than the radius of the7Be core@1#, we find
D1(2)50.64 (0.90). Therefore, the probability to find th
last proton outside the7Be core is around 65%. Contribu
tions from clusterlike configurations, not considered here
the ground state of8B cannot change significantly the abov
conclusions.

These findings also allow us to estimate the matter rad
of the 8B nucleus according to@36#:

r m
2 5

1

A11 S Arc
21r p

21
A

A11
r h

2D , ~15!

where r c52.3360.02 fm is the experimentally measure
rms radius of the core nucleus7Be @1#, r p50.81 fm is the

n

h
a.
TABLE II. Calculated total breakup cross section (s21p) for the reaction8B112C→7Be1••• at 40
MeV/nucleon and full width at half maximum for the parallel momentum distributionGz in the reaction
8B19Be→7Be1••• at 41 MeV/nucleon.

WS M3Y Minnesota Hasegawa Volkov Exp.

s21p 97.5 96.6 176.0 213.8 266.9 80615 @3#

~mb!

Gz 73.2 73.1 73.2 72.9 73.3 8164 @7#

~MeV/c!
0-5
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F. CARSTOIUet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 054310
proton radius, andr h is the halo radius from Table I. Thi
formula assumes that7Be behaves identically inside8B as
the free 7Be and accounts of the recoil effect of the8B
center of mass with respect to the7Be core. The extracted
rms radius of 8B is r m52.6060.04 fm. Further contribu-
tions from clusterlike components in the8B wave function
will modify this value, but we cannot estimate their cont
bution. However, we note that this simple estimate compa
well with experimental measurements~see Table I! and
agrees with the values given by far more sophisticated R
and many-body calculations@21,22,26,28,29#. Note that, in
fact, all radii labeled ‘‘exp’’ in Table I are model dependen
and the assumptions vary from case to case. The advan
of the present approach for obtaining the rms radius of8B
over more complete many-body treatments stems from
fact that it matches the experiment, through the ANC,
part that contributes most: the asymptotic part of the o
nucleon overlap integral. This is possible only for halo n
clei.

In summary, we have examined the possibility to extr
valuable information regarding the wave function of8B from
the experimentally measured asymptotic normalization co
ficient. Under favorable circumstances~very low separation
energy and a spectroscopic factor close to 1!, we have shown
that the rms radius of the last proton can be determined.
K
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,
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,
E.
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have shown that this result is independent of the functio
form of the potential and its geometrical parameters. W
obtain an rms radius of 4.2060.22 fm for the last proton in
8B, which shows that on average it is localized at a dista
two times larger than the size of the core. The effect is
tirely due to the very low binding energy of the last proto
Core excitation effects on the halo radius are included,
they represent only a small correction. The asymptotic p
of the wave function contributes about 85% to the orbit
dius. When combined with the experimentally measured
dius of the core nucleus7Be, the radius of8B is close to
values extracted from reaction and interaction cross sect
and agrees with that obtained in sophisticated RGM a
many-body calculations. The consistency of our overlap
tegral with the measured parallel momentum distribution a
total breakup cross section was also verified. The halo na
of 8B seems firmly established.
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